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Throughout the ages of the past, and existing within the writings of sages, of
the esoteric authors, of the occult, etc., there has been bandied about the word hierarchy. Because little, if any, true or complete understanding of this great spiritual organization of advanced beings exists, thus, a brief resume is in order.
First, it should be noted that throughout the more recent volumes of Unarius,
various dissertations and discussions were written or signed by the Hierarchy.
Throughout ages past, in his search for enlightenment, man has held within his
mind a feeling of awe or reverence toward the word hierarchy; and doubtless, many
have sensed them to be very advanced beings, living on higher planes of life, which
is true. Throughout the entire twenty years of the Unarius Mission, but little was
told or entered into regarding this important spiritual organization. Now we learn
why! It has been told by these beings themselves!
In various places through the more recent series entitled Tesla Speaks, these
concepts were related and installed in the texts, but for those who may be interested, and especially in the electronic giant-genius of all time, Nikola Tesla, let it be
known here and now that this great soul is indeed the leader of these spiritual beings and this great organization—he and his polarity Uriel.
One section or part of the Hierarchy is called the Logoi and is thirty-three in
number. These souls are all very advanced spiritual scientists who have come and
gone many times to the earth plane, working on this great mission for mankind.
You’ll find most of the personages who have dissertated in Tesla Speaks, Volumes
1, 2, and 3 to be members of this great organization of spiritual beings. Then, the
Inner Circle of the Hierarchy number twelve in all and consist of even more highly developed and humbled beings, such souls as Kahlil Gibran, Mahatma Gandhi,
Albert Einstein, Krishna, Lao-tse, Hilarion, Maitreya, Mohammed, Steinmetz,
Oppenheimer, Luther Burbank, etc. The four Archangels of the Universe are the
leaders of this assemblage known as the Hierarchy. Although the four, the double
polarity or Archangels are, notwithstanding, the leading and directive force or intelligence behind the great Spiritual Brotherhood Organization, yet these many
millions of beings, oscillating together, do indeed all function as one great Infinite
Mind.
In various liturgies mention has been made of numerous Archangels who extend aid to the earthman, and indeed, this is so. Because of the many souls necessary to be guided, the Brotherhood has appointed seven Archangels to lead the
proceedings of the respective Seven Centers of Unarius. These beings assist the
Quadrocentric or Archangels in distributing the Radiant Powers of Light to the

lower planes of life. Now, over and above these many aforementioned, there exist
countless thousands of Angelic Beings who aid in all manners and ways.
First, should be listed Archangel Raphiel. One reincarnation in which the one,
Raphiel, extended a physical vehicle on Earth was at the time of Atlantis in
16,020 B.C. when he and his Twin Ray, Archangel Muriel, expressed as two male
scientists named Sharamute and Sharazar. This was the only time the two ever
met on an earth world. The Moderator remembered well the separation and parting of these two brothers as the vow was made to each to go his way, to express
his own mission. He saw the scene of 16,020 B.C., the twins parting in embrace
and walking in opposite directions. Another life, when Raphiel directed a physical
body to planet Earth, was the time when he lived as Osiris, during which time his
beloved wife Isis (Archangel Uriel) served as the polarity with him to further the
Truth and Infinite Concept. Then came a lifetime lived in Greece as Anaxagoras,
who is known by many as the first teacher of higher learning or metaphysics. Little true science remains of that wonderful wisdom brought to Earth by this great
being, Anaxagoras. Here again, about 500 B.C., the one Uriel served as a polarity—this time as his wife.
Another period of time which this being Archangel Raphiel projected through
in a physical body, was when he lived the life of the great Pharaoh Akhenaton,
and Queen Tiy was his mother. She was of course, again, the Archangel Uriel,
serving as his polarity as he brought the great Interdimensional Science of the
Aton (or atom) and again to be distorted, as the priests and soldiers did away with
him soon after his mission began; and again, the Word became mangled, distorted, and changed.
The next time Raphiel endeavored to bring the Light of the Higher Worlds to
Earth was about two thousand years ago when he incarnated as the man Jesus, in
Jerusalem. Uriel, again his polarity, served this time as his betrothed, Mary of
Bethany. And you all know how he was destroyed as well as his mission and
word. The same Unarius Science was then taught in simpler terms; yet little remains of the truth this great being and Archangel, Jesus, then taught. The priests
changed things to suit themselves, to make their religions attractive.
The Archangel Raphiel made a most recent incarnation to Earth in the twentieth century as the Moderator of Unarius (Ernest L. Norman) and dictated and delivered during the twenty years of his mission, along with his wife, Ioshanna
(again Uriel), the Unarius Library of seventeen volumes—a series of texts that
shall become the New World Teaching, as had been told elsewhere in the Unarius
texts. This great soul, Raphiel, reincarnated but few times on planet Earth—his
greater service took him to other galaxies—and these times were expressed for the
most important purposes. He made his final ascent from the earth in December
1971, his missions to the lower worlds now completed.
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This great Overshadowing Overlord of the Universe now oscillates his powers
and energies unto the one Uriel—who still, for a short time, lives on Earth—
known as Ioshanna, the present Channel-Moderator of Unarius, who, in turn, distributes them to mankind on Earth. Raphiel has now transitioned to other galaxies
where he can be of greater service to higher beings and creations; however, the
oscillation and contact is still carried on with Ioshanna (or Uriel).
The Archangel Uriel, called by the Hierarchy the Healing Archangel of the Universe, is now leading and carrying on the great Mission, for which the many Messengers of Light have, in past ages, so prepared the earthman. The present endeavor
is now a truly successful mission of many thousands of years endeavor by countless
millions of souls! But soon her work will have been completed, and to her spiritual
home among the stars she’ll return, to again be with her Brothers of Light and Twin
Ray, Michiel. Archangel Uriel has extended many physical bodies on Earth—many
more times than have the other three Archangels.
This vast Infinite Plan was all set in motion more than one million years ago.
Several incarnations of the countless thousands of lives lived by Uriel were during
a time over 500,000 years ago in the civilization of Yu. Then down to a time of
50,000 years ago, she incarnated as King Poseid in the civilization of Atlantis, and
later as the Pharaoh Hatshepsut in ancient Egypt. Then, as was said, she became
the betrothed of Jesus, Mary of Bethany, two thousand years ago. She also lived
the life of Khadijah, the wife of Mohammed; the beloved Mumtaz Mahal (wife of
Shah Jahan, who built for her the famous edifice, the Taj Mahal); and the astronomer Johannes Kepler. Then many years later, she became the one called Peter
the Great and then Maria Theresa. Many and numerous were the lives she lived
whereby she could be in touch with the masses of people, especially in preparation for this, the New Golden Age, which is now being ushered in.
Of great interest to all persons should be the identity of the Archangel Michiel.
Some of the few lives this great being has lived on Earth was as the one named
Yada, 500,000 years ago, in the civilization of Yu. During the Atlantean era, he
was the great Amon Ra, called by many a god, as he materialized from the higher
worlds. Another lifetime the one, Archangel Michiel, extended a physical body on
Earth was the time he lived as the Great Wielder of Light, Zoroaster. Then but
500 years ago, Michiel again reincarnated as the great artist-scientist, Leonardo da
Vinci, and later, during the twentieth century, became the giant genius of all time,
Nikola Tesla, now known on the inner worlds as the one Serapis. His efforts are
shared between the earth worlds and the spiritual worlds—surely a being evolved
far beyond man’s conception! Oddly enough, in the large book of Leonardo da
Vinci, mention is made of him being the Archangel Michiel. Someone knew!
Of great interest to many is the poignant, true love story that the two Twin Rays
lived throughout the Millennium—yes, nineteen million years—as they traveled,
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each in his various ways, upon the numerous planets’ floors in helping to bring
about this present New Golden Age. A vow did they make to each other, these two
presently Overshadowing Influences of these earth planets, the Archangels Michiel
and Uriel (Raphiel and Muriel presently extending their consciousness and energies
in another higher galaxy), whereby they would never meet on any earth plane in a
physical world.
Thus, it makes even more endearing the episode of the visiting dove to Nikola
(Tesla). It has been told in the book by Margaret Storm, titled The Return of the
Dove, how the grey-tipped winged dove would come to him at times when certain
problems seemed insurmountable. During these times of calculation or electronic
problems, Tesla would be stopped for the answer, and his certain favorite dove
would fly into his open window and sit upon his shoulder, and as related to Ioshanna, mentally the answers to his problem then were made clear; instantly, with her
contact he would know—the dove, of course, being his polarity or Twin Ray, Uriel.
Then it is told in the book The Conclave of Light Beings, how she again came
to him when he was Leonardo da Vinci and inspired him as he painted the Mona
Lisa. He was expressing upon the canvas the portrait of his true love on the Inner,
as she came in her spiritual self into his consciousness.
Another touching time when they touched consciousness, but in an impersonal
way, was when Michiel, the Archangel, descended to Earth for the three hundred
sixty-five days, and lived as the one Amon Ra; she was expressing on Earth at that
time, receiving his inspirations. When time came for him to ascend, she swooned to
find, upon awakening, that he had created the lovely two white peacocks for her.
This was the creation of this heavenly bird on Earth from a more spiritual planet.
It is these combined higher or Super Beings who supply this (and all other)
earth planets with the power or light energies to sustain the inhabitants of these
worlds. Were it not for this great organization of spiritual intellects called the Hierarchy, people would quickly disappear from existence! Man simply could not
exist without this source of energy thus projected. These great beings are, in actuality, the Fountainhead or Source of Creation, and you will find, with further investigation into this vast science called Unarius, that life is indeed thoroughly scientific; all is cause and effect! And the very goal and purpose for man is to gain
infinite understanding so that he, too, becomes a godlike personality, similar to
the one Jesus. This is the great opportunity for every person. Jesus, himself,
worked at this personal development for more than nineteen million years; yet
even this was not the beginning!
And so, it should be quite conceivable that such electronic (mental) giants as
the one Nikola Tesla, the great intellect Leonardo da Vinci—and the Unarius
Moderator, Ernest L. Norman, who was his and others’ teacher—that Tesla could
cause electricity to travel across country or underground with no wires, invent
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electronic equipment to revolutionize the world; that he could (and does now,
freed of the physical limitations), generate such power that it will change not only
this world, but the many worlds—change them for the better! These concepts are
all related in the series called Tesla Speaks.
Thus, it is plain to see how, with the quadrocentric or two double polarities as
the Leaders of this Spiritual Hierarchy, those great beings themselves, more than a
million years ago, were developed past Masters, and many of whom came to the
floor of your planet as physical beings in disguise. Thus, it must be said that in
this great organization of beings, the earth worlds do have, and can now depend
upon this inner and higher guidance which is ever extended to them!
The reason this important information was not previously related to mankind
was due to the vast differences in frequency relationships between the higher spiritual worlds and the lower physical worlds—a true and clear channelship did not
exist, except for a few isolated cases where glimpses of these inner worlds and
functions were conceived. However, now that the pipeline has been developed
between the higher and lower planets, direct mental communication can now be
(and is being) carried on. The texts of Unarius serve to prove this now-existent
bridge which combines the inner and physical worlds, and we are most desirous
of passing on to the earth people all knowledge and function of these inner planes.
This effort is expressed in order that the earthman learns to develop his higher nature and to fan the spark of Infinity existent within each being.
The identity and efforts of the Hierarchy cannot be told without including the
great and continuous help of the entire Unarius Brotherhood. These are countless
millions of ascended and advanced beings living upon the seven planes (Spiritual
Worlds of Unarius), who add their Light, Powers, Love, and Intelligence to all that
which the Hierarchy expresses. We could state that the entire Brotherhood functions as a unit—an Infinite Mind. The Hierarchy could not possibly achieve all that
is so being accomplished without these countless higher beings to aid in the furtherance of the great Infinite Plan. (Elsewhere, in the Unarius liturgies, is described further regarding this regenerative, evolutionary plan for the earth worlds.)
We can say, and joyously so at this time, we have been most successful in
overcoming the hordes of negative forces in order to help the earth worlds in a
more progressive direction. Indeed, the great work could never be accomplished
without the entire and vast organization of Adepts, Masters, Lords and Logoi;
those ascended beings who have long since overcome their earth world ties and
bonds. This is the plan for all mankind: to free himself of these material ties of the
past; then to ascend unto higher states of being and to live in these Spiritual
Worlds of Light. There are many millions of souls who make up this vast organization of light—the Flame People—the Unariun Brotherhood.
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The reason so little is said of the Archangel Muriel, the polarity of Raphiel, is
that she did not incarnate often, other than her lifetime lived as the twin brother of
Sharazar, as Sharamute, and as the one called Joan of Arc, who was burned alive
trying to defend her cause. Then again, she appeared in the twentieth century for a
brief stay of twenty-three years to simply work out this former smoke and fire influence upon her psychic, which appeared in this recent life as tuberculosis. She
was born into Ioshanna’s family (the Nields) as her sister. Her work and service,
we learn, is expressed for the most part in another universe.
The words Hierarchy, Logoi, spiritual organization, etc., in ages past have
been spoken of only in whispers in the higher echelons of spiritual literature. So
much so was this great organization reverenced and looked toward with awe that
great secrecy continued to cloak these inner and higher realizations. Now, in the
present, the veil of secrecy has been rent, and it is now desired by we of the inner
worlds that the earthman realizes and learns of these inner concepts, workings,
and functions. And in so conceiving does he attune himself unto we of these higher and inner dimensions, strengthening the bridge and closing the formerly existing gap between these two, the spiritual and physical worlds.
So now it is understandable how and why this word and information was related
but recently; that this was all part of the plan and purpose that these secrets be related when the great Mission of more than one million years was near completion, the
bridge of communication formed. We now see this last horizon; the last of the cycles are appearing into view. When the one Uriel leaves the physical this last time,*
there shall be no further need for a God Force to descend into the lower world—the
mission and need will be accomplished! Great has been the work and efforts of this
monumental achievement. Now mankind does have the infinite Interdimensional
Science to help himself. We, of the inner and higher worlds have, throughout these
many thousands of years, been creating ways and means to help the earthman, to
help him to help himself.** Yes, brother earthean, you have had the very gods
come to your planet’s floor to extend to you the Power, the Light, and the Word—
the Science to change anyone who will but seek unto a higher spiritual being, who
will open his mind.
Thus, you now have the true picture of these four God Forces, who function as
one—the ruling, influencing powers for the earth, the Archangels of the Universe. It
must be said, too, that the Archangel Michiel would naturally be the coordinator of
the space fleet of one thousand space vehicles, for no greater mind exists in our galaxy. The Radiations of the Infinite, the Love that is so expressed is motivated and
projected by this great organization of beings, countless thousands of Intellects far
beyond the scope of the earthman.
*Ruth Norman, overshadowed by Uriel, made her transition to the spiritual worlds in July 1993.
**Tesla Speaks, Vol. 6, especially relates regarding this manner of inner help so extended.
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And so it shall be, the moment that our fourth member (or Ioshanna) of this
quadrocentric polarity of Archangels, Uriel, leaves her physical and joins us on
the Inner, the New Age will truly be ushered in! This New Golden Age will enter
in full glory and all the worlds shall be stepped up in evolution, including the
great spiritual worlds! Be it so!
Each time, previously, when we have sent to your earth a Messenger of Light,
you have destroyed not only the physical body, but the Word he came to bring.
Thus it is, we of the Inner are most joyous, for in this, our most recent efforts to
help save the earth world, we are being completely successful! The Message has
now been securely delivered and our help unto you shall be ever forthcoming. It
should be said, the accomplishments of these advanced beings, especially during
these past few years, exceeds beyond our great expectations. Thus, the powers so
generated unto the Archangel remaining on the earth plane can be emblazoned in
the hearts of those souls desirous of a progressive future.
From the ancient archives of the past Masters who have lived upon the earth
plane, do these inspired works relate of the stupendous and magnanimous endeavors of the Hierarchy. Without one exception, these Messengers of Light
(Zoroaster, Einstein, Mohammed, Jesus, Buddha, Mahatma Gandhi, etc.) have
prepared the way for the advent of the New Golden Age, and have been directed
through the auspices of the highest Creative Minds of this celestial universe, encompassing vast spiritual worlds, along with the material planes of existence. Incidentally, those very same harbingers of the tremendous, luminous emanations
that have been initiated and innovated by the great quadrocentric god force called
the Hierarchy are now residing in the most high centers of Unarius, inspiring their
fellow earthmen to aspire to the beautiful halls of these Illumined Centers of
Learning—centers which operate from the guidance of higher beings in accordance and in harmony with the creative Infinite Minds.
Yes, indeed, all of we Brothers of Light are enjoined in a great and concerted
effort to carry out the wishes of the central-most Fountainhead—the four Angelic
Beings working in unison for the ever-expanding Plan of Infinite Intelligence,
making manifest in all these planes of life an ever-upward climb for all beings to
so express the ever tantamount, regenerative principles mandated by progressive
evolution.
Moreover, the greatest and most creative moments of positive expressions that
mankind in general has shared with his fellowman, throughout the many thousands
of years of his history, have been inspired by these four hierarchical beings. The
ever-regenerative impetus given to him from these entities of vast, creative propensities has made it possible for the inspirational arts and sciences to be expressed on
the earth plane! In addition, all of the great inventions that have marked a turning
point in history, resulting in the manifestation of great eras or epochs of the past,
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were originally advanced and conceived by the sustaining life force and guidance of
the Hierarchy.
Universal Minds that motivate positive energies toward the lower planes of life
have indeed been responsible for the advancement of any higher concepts pertaining to the more inspirational arts and sciences. And the recipient of these Love Emanations will be anyone who has, or will, open the channel of his mind to receive
and yield to the tremendous regenerative Powers of Infinity, and in these expressions of music, literature, drama, painting, sculpting, poetry, etc., can the Hierarchy
bring closer, in a more positive manner to the earthman, the attunement with the
harmonic chord structures of Infinity; ever reaching out are the golden strands of
love, circumventing the emotional vicissitudes of the material worlds, to show the
way and mark the path to eternal harmony with the all-consuming Infinite Creator.
As the concept of this great Hierarchy expands in consciousness, it may be
well to bring to the fore certain pertinent aspects of the development of these Advanced Minds. To the earthman, awareness or consciousness is derived from
countless past experiences made up of the more primitive beginnings of evolution; hence, he is limited in his perspectives in relation to the total Infinite Mind.
He is, in essence, still functioning as a single negative polarity, and oscillating
with the great Infinity biased from the less-constructive and elemental ways of
life, and is contacting in comparison, a very confined and limited band of frequencies at any one particular moment in his life. In other words, he is still living
a reactionary, finite existence. On the other hand, the beings who make up the Hierarchy can be said to function in a greatly expanded form of consciousness;
thereby, the experiential modes of contacting Infinity have taken on, through
countless eons of time, polarized elements of Infinity, enabling the mind functions
of these beings to be harmonically attuned (frequency-wise) to the entire storehouse of Infinite Intelligence, and in this attunement process, these developed
Ones have the capacity to simultaneously contact an infinite amount of dimensions for the purpose of progressing the various constituents therein.
In the principle of progressive regeneration, the Hierarchy maintains energy
bodies simultaneously (including a physical anatomy) in all of these planes for the
benefit of the people who reside on them. The purpose is to create a facsimile
consciousness in the mind of the individual so that the polarized elements resulting do contain, within his superconsciousness, harmonically linked constituents
and energy formations to Infinity in a somewhat temporary, personalized manner
until the individual can incept an even higher concept of this Infinite Mind into
the precincts of his own individualized concept. So the Infinite Mind of the Hierarchy develops states of consciousness into the lower planes of life as a pipeline
or lifeline for the souls progressing into higher states of awareness and helps them
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polarize certain specific elements in their own psychic structures themselves, to
eventually evolve into a more infinite consciousness.
It can be truly stated that the present Channel and Moderator of Unarius is an extension body residing on the earth plane for this certain purpose, to help progress
man further in the true concepts of Infinity and make this intelligence an everincreasing inductive principle of life. And with the contact of the existing counterpart of the Hierarchy on the earth plane, can great influxes of healing energy be inducted into the individual and create for him the necessary impetus to learn of Infinity and make an attunement with another and greater expanded concept of the manifesting energy configurations generated for the purposes of instilling, within the
precincts of the person’s mind, intelligent energy waveforms so that he, too, can
become infinitely minded.
—We of the Hierarchy (Uriel)
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